Whether you are an occasional camper (WEEKENDER) or an expert RVer (FULL-TIMER), BAL offers the right amount of Lock-Arm Stabilizing Bars for your RVing lifestyle. The addition of Lock-Arms to your trailer will improve the stability of your jacks without breaking the bank. Don’t spend too much for a solid camping experience. Add Lock-Arms to your trailer and see the difference for yourself!

Model 23216  Boxed kit of two w/ hardware

---

**Lock-Arm**

**ADD-ONS**

---

**PowerPak**

US Pat. 8,052,125 & 7,328,884; CA Pat. 2,549,620

---

**APPLICATION**

- Assists in supporting jack leg to frame of trailer
- Creates more stable foundation while camping
- Simple, permanent mount only takes minutes to install
- Extends and retracts with operation of jack leg
- Use the same 3/4” crank handle to engage lock nut

---

**Watch the installation video here:**

- Assists in supporting jack leg to frame of trailer
- Creates more stable foundation while camping
- Simple, permanent mount only takes minutes to install
- Extends and retracts with operation of jack leg
- Use the same 3/4” crank handle to engage lock nut

---

** modeled on a Weekender**

** modeled on a Full-Timer**

---

**APPLICATION**

- Swivel frame bracket helps against binding on angle mounted jacks
- Automotive quality rust protection
- Made in the USA

---

BAL’s PowerPak add-on motor kit makes operating your trailer’s jacks easy and effortless. With the simple push of a button, the PowerPak quickly extends or retracts your jacks with no tiresome hand cranking. A great way to make your camping experience even more enjoyable!

**Model 24210**  Boxed kit of two

**Model 23110B**  Single replacement motor

---

- Works with all BAL Scissors Jacks & ‘C’ Jacks
- Quickly lower & raise your jacks with the push of a button
- Enjoy the convenience of power jacks with no bending over to hand crank
- Fast RPM with quiet 12 volt motor (2 per box)
- Easy to install to existing jacks
- Manual override for more lift capacity or for power failure
- Includes two sets of brackets for Scissors or ‘C’ Jacks
- Two rocker switches with circuit breakers per box
- Jacks not included
- Watch installation video here:

or visit www.norcoind.com/bal and select “PowerPak” from the product list.

---

**Watch the installation video here:**